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Vineyard/Appellation: This mountain-grown Pinot Noir vineyard is amongst the highest eleva-
tion Pinot you’ll find in California. At 2,880 feet growing in an Aiken Clay soil (volcanic in na-
ture), the Enyé Vineyards showcase the complexity and unique aspects of cool-climate Pinot. The 
Bush family with the help of consultant Hugh Chappelle chose three distinct clones especially 
suited for the terroir of this region. The resulting wines are layered with spice and fruit compo-
nents with a refined texture.  
 

The 2014 Vintage: There is no doubt that Pinot Noir grown high in the mountains showcases a 
unique expression of the variety, and the 2014 vintage is just that—unique. Bottled straight from 
the barrel (no filtering or fining), the aromas have a purity and elegance seldom sensed in Califor-
nia Pinots. The wild blueberry pie characters envelope the nose while hints of raspberry fill in the 
edges. The baking spice and cedar aspects are sprinkled throughout, giving a slight nod to the co-
nifer forests surrounding the Enyé Vineyards.  

We choose to harvest Pinot Noir at a more moderate maturity that embraces the complexity of the 
variety rather than trying to make it bold or dense. Thus the more vibrant red color of the wine 
(rather than a bluish purple) is evidence of good acidity. The first sip has the classic strawberry 
intensity of Pinot while red cherry slowly works its way into the meld. The mid-palate is refined 
with a wonderfully silky texture which invites the layered finish of a smoky earthiness. And the 
soft tannins make this Pinot Noir a wine to savor over an evening (in a large-bowled glass, of 
course). With only one barrel produced (23 cases), not only is the expression unique, but the expe-
rience of finding a bottle may be unique! 

Average brix at harvest: 24.8  Appellation:  Sierra Foothills (El Dorado) 

T.A. 0.54%, pH: 3.73, Alcohol: 12.8% 
Final Blend: 100% Pinot Noir 

Pair With:   Fine gamy meats, wild rice and creamy textured sauces 
Hold Time: 3-5 years 

Cases produced: 23 cases 

2014 Rucksack Cellars Pinot Noir 

RUCKSACK CELLARS 
Comfortable and worn, a rucksack embodies our desire to discover life  

away from the ordinary.  It is with this same spirit of discovery that we produce our 

wines, each an expression of the varied climate and soils of the  

Sierra Foothills appella�on.   


